Regenerative Medical Laser Therapy
For Post RICHGEN® Joint Injection Sites

Highly focused lasers (laserneedles) provide a large increase in penetration depths to 12cm and generate enhanced signaling cell (stem cell) reparative effects in the tissue by a combination of infrared, red, blue, green and yellow lasers.

Laser therapy up to 500 mW:
- Intravenous and external to enhance post RICHGEN regeneration
- Interstitial/intra-articular to enhance post RICHGEN regeneration
- Photodynamic tumour and anti-microbial
- Dermatologic and cosmetic
- Dental application

- Choose from the following models -

**Weberneedle Compact**
For external (superficial) laser therapy (pain management, acupuncture, trigger points etc.)

- Beginner version with 8 lasers (4 red and 4 infrared): $24,313
- Full version with 12 lasers (6 red and 6 infrared): $30,841

**Weberneedle Endolaser/Comobilaser**
For interstitial, intra-articular and intravenous laser therapy (and photodynamic tumor therapy)

- Endolaser for intravenous and interstitial laser therapy with red, green and blue lasers: $21,287
- Endolaser for intravenous and interstitial laser therapy with red, green, blue and yellow lasers: $31,167
- Comobilaser for intravenous and interstitial laser therapy with red, green and blue lasers and for external (superficial) laser therapy with 6 lasers (3 red + 3 infrared): $31,081
- Comobilaser FULL VERSION for intravenous and interstitial laser therapy with red, green, blue and yellow lasers and for external (superficial) laser therapy with 8 lasers (4 red + 4 infrared): $44,225

All prices USD and do not include shipping (FOB Lauenförde, Germany) and additional accessories such as head adapter, laser showers or interstitial/intravenous needles etc. For accessories pricing please see price list on other side.